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Abstract
Antihydrogen atoms are now routinely trapped in small numbers. One of the purposes of this
effort is to make precision comparisons of the 1S-2S transition in hydrogen and antihydrogen
as a precision test of the CPT theorem. We investigate, through calculations and simulations,
various methods by which the 1S-2S transition may be probed with only a few trapped atoms. We
consider the known constraints from typical experimental geometries, detection methods, sample
temperatures, laser light sources etc. and we identify a viable path towards a measurement of this
transition at the 10−11 level in a realistic scenario. We also identify ways in which such a first
measurement could be improved upon as a function of projected changes and improvements in
antihydrogen synthesis and trapping. These calculations recently guided the first observation of
the 1S-2S transition in trapped antihydrogen.
PACS numbers: 31.15.ac, 36.10.-k, 32.70.-n, 32.80.Fb9
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I. INTRODUCTION10
Antihydrogen (H¯), the bound state of an antiproton (p¯) and a positron (e+), holds the11
promise of some of the most precise tests of fundamental symmetries between matter and12
antimatter such as e.g. the CPT theorem of particle physics. The CPT theorem states that13
the laws of physics remain unchanged under the combined operation of Charge conjugation,14
Parity inversion and Time reversal, e.g. the internal states of antihydrogen must be identical15
to those of hydrogen.16
Hydrogen is one of the best measured systems in physics, the 1S-2S transition from the17
ground to the first excited state, holding the record of being measured to a precision of18
4.2×10−15 [1]. This transition therefore holds the promise for the highest absolute preci-19
sion comparison of hydrogen and antihydrogen. The prospect of which recently improved20
with the first observation of the 1S-2S transition in trapped antihydrogen by the ALPHA21
collaboration [2].22
In this paper we will explore how to accomplish such a measurement on the antihydrogen23
atom within the context of current experimental efforts. There are a number of challenges24
to be faced to reach the precision of the measurement on hydrogen, the foremost being25
the very low number of available antihydrogen atoms and their relatively high temperature.26
Further complications stem primarily from the fact that the antihydrogen atoms must be27
made in the laboratory as they do not occur in Nature. This introduces a host of geometric28
constraints and is the root cause of the formerly mentioned issues. A key feature is that the29
number of H¯ is too low for beam type experiments like Ref. [1]. To obtain sufficient signal30
for a measurement, the interaction time of each atom with the laser is increased by confining31
them in a trap. This leads to new problems because neutral atom traps have strong magnetic32
fields that shift the energy levels and induce electric fields in the moving anti-atoms. The33
low number of H¯ (a maximum of ∼20 are trapped per experimental cycle [2]) furthermore34
means that detecting whether a transition has taken place is a challenge that can not be35
met with traditional methods used by measurements on normal atoms. Part of the work36
presented here underpinned the experimental choices made in the first observation of the37
1S-2S transition in trapped antihydrogen [2].38
2
II. ANTIHYDROGEN FORMATION AND TRAPPING39
While part of this work will be of general interest to few-trapped-atom spectroscopy, our40
motivation and focus will be the particular issues related to antihydrogen as it is formed41
and trapped by the ALPHA collaboration [3]. Trapped antihydrogen was also reported by42
the ATRAP collaboration using very similar methods [4], and our discussion should also43
be directly applicable to that experiment. No other experiments are currently pursuing44
trapping or laser-spectroscopy of antihydrogen [5].45
Antihydrogen is formed by merging cold plasmas of antiprotons and positrons. The46
charged particles in these experiments are held and manipulated in Penning-Malmberg traps.47
In a Penning-Malmberg trap charged particles are radially confined by a strong axial mag-48
netic field and axially confined by electric fields from appropriate voltages applied to a49
number of co-axial cylindrical electrodes [6, 7]. The leptons are generally cooled through50
emission of cyclotron radiation, and they reach cryogenic temperatures as the traps are51
cooled to about 4 K. The antiprotons are sourced from the CERN AD at 5.3 MeV kinetic52
energy [8], trapped and prepared for mixing with the positrons as described in detail in53
Refs. [5, 9]. The latter reference also describes how the positrons sourced from a 22Na54
radioactive source are prepared. The part of the ALPHA apparatus used for synthesising,55
trapping and investigating antihydrogen, shown in Figure 1, illustrates the typical geometry56
for antihydrogen experiments.57
Once the antiprotons and positrons find themselves cooled in adjacent wells they can be58
brought to interact in various ways [5]. First though, the magnets that form the minimum-59
B trap for antihydrogen trapping are energised [10]. The minimum-B (antihydrogen) trap60
in ALPHA consists of, as a minimum, two co-axial short solenoids called mirror coils at61
each end of the axis of a 30 cm long octupole magnet, three additional short solenoids are62
spaced evenly between the two end coils to allow for e.g. flattening the axial field (Figure63
1). Following the energisation of the antihydrogen trap, in ALPHA, the antiprotons and64
positrons are brought together by a slow (∼1 s) potential manipulation [2]. For typically65
9×104 antiprotons at Tp¯ ≈ 40 K and radius ∼1.0 mm and 1.6×106 positrons at Te+ ≈ 20 K66
and radius ∼0.7 mm, this results in the production of tens of thousands of antihydrogen67
atoms of which typically ten are trapped. The depth of the antihydrogen trap is about68
50 µeV, or 0.5 K. Lasers may be introduced to the ALPHA system along four separate paths69
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FIG. 1. ALPHA experimental setup for antihydrogen synthesis, trapping and spectroscopy. The
external main solenoid is not shown. The mirror coils and the octupole are used for antihydrogen
trapping, the two solenoids for preparation of antiprotons, positrons and electrons. The draw-
ing also shows the position of the internal build-up cavity mirrors and the external annihilation
detector. The drawing is to scale, except for the radial extent of the annihilation detector.
that are at about 2.3◦ to the axis. The path for 1S-2S light through the trap includes a70
resonator to allow both for counter-propagating light (this eliminates the first-order Doppler71
shift) and for building up the intensity of light seen by the anti-atoms. More details on why72
these features are required will follow in subsequent sections.73
Trapped antihydrogen is typically detected through its release and subsequent annihi-74
lation on impact on the walls of the apparatus (e.g. the electrodes forming the Penning-75
Malmberg trap). In ALPHA, the super conducting magnets that form the minimum-B trap76
are conceived in such a way that they can be de-energised with a decay time of ∼9 ms. The77
trap is thus reduced to less than one percent of the original depth in ∼30 ms, and this time78
window is the one in which annihilations are looked for [11]. In recent measurements, the79
ramp-down time of the trap has been increased to 1500 ms, adapting to an increase in the80
trapping rate which eliminates the need for the high background suppression obtained using81
the 30 ms shutdown. The slower shutdown avoids the inductive heating of the electrodes as82
well as the magnet quench caused by the 30 ms ramp-down and allows the trap to be re-83
energized sooner after the shutdown. In this paper, we will assume that the 1500 ms ramp84
down is used for detecting antihydrogen in the trap. When this procedure is performed85
post laser excitation, it is used to detect a decrease in the remaining number of trapped86
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anti-atoms and is referred to as disappearance.87
In ALPHA, annihilations are detected using a silicon strip based vertex detector (the88
annihilation detector) having three layers of silicon strip detectors that detect the passage89
of charged particles [12]. By looking at the hit pattern in the detector the tracks of the90
annihilation products (pions) may be reconstructed and the annihilation vertex (location)91
determined [13]. The positron annihilates predominantly into two back-to-back photons (at92
511 keV) but these are not detected in ALPHA. Instead antihydrogen is distinguished from93
bare antiprotons by (a) preemptively ejecting any remaining charged particles before the94
minimum-B trap is de-energised and (b) erecting an axial electric (bias) field before the95
de-energisation. The bias field allows subsequent analysis to determine if the annihilation96
observed was from a neutral (H¯) or a charged (p¯) particle [14]. Relatively fast de-energisation97
is important for this endeavour as the detector also has a background rate of false positives98
from cosmic rays. In the most recent analysis [2], which we will refer to in this paper, two99
analysis regimes were used, one in which the full annihilation vertex reconstruction efficiency100
was (68.8±0.2)% with a background rate of 0.042±0.001 s−1, and one in which the recon-101
struction efficiency was (37.6±0.2)% with a background rate reduced to 0.0043±0.0003 s−1.102
The former was used for analysing the 1500 ms ramp down of the neutral trap (disappear-103
ance), giving a background of 0.062 events per trial, whereas the latter was used for searching104
for annihilations during the long laser exposure periods - referred to as appearance. The105
false-positive rate of 0.062 events per trial in disappearance is sufficient for the typical trap-106
ping rates of ∼20 per trial. To observe the resonant loss of antihydrogen atoms due to a107
1S-2S transition it was necessary to observe in the full laser exposure time window of 600 s.108
To make this possible the appearance analysis regime was used with a background of only109
2.6 false-positives per 600s window, low enough that a clear H¯ signal could be detected with110
11 trials, and on average 7 atoms ejected in each on-resonance trial [2]. When considering111
laser-spectroscopy and what methodology to apply we need to include these considerations.112
Spectroscopic investigation of the 1S-2S state of H¯ requires that the H¯ be in its ground113
state. There is ample experimental evidence that H¯ is predominantly formed through the114
three body process where two positrons undergo a simultaneous collision with an antiproton115
such that one is captured [5]. As the energy exchange is in the Te+kB range, the nascent116
H¯ is weakly bound (and many field-ionize on the trap electric fields [15]), and it has been117
estimated that it takes about 1 s for almost all to have decayed to the ground state [16].118
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Once trapped and in its ground state the antihydrogen is stable as demonstrated by the long119
observed confinement times [2, 11]. However, in Ref. [11], it was also found that the observed120
energy distribution of the trapped H¯ was consistent with a 50 K distribution truncated by121
the trap depth. This means that many anti-atoms will be probing the full trap that has a122
total volume of about 400 cm3.123
How to probe the 1S-2S two-photon transition with only a few antihydrogen atoms124
moving in such a large volume is the challenge that we are exploring in the following.125
III. ENERGY LEVELS OF (ANTI)HYDROGEN126
We need to calculate the energies of states in the (anti)hydrogen atom for two purposes.127
Firstly, we want to know the transition frequency of the 1S-2S transition that we will be128
driving. Since both the transition and the excitation laser have a narrow line width, we need129
to be quite accurate in this calculation and we will include effects of size down to about one130
kHz as that is the current limit of what we expect to be able to do experimentally. Secondly,131
in order to determine shifts of the 2S sub-states and the lifetime, we need to calculate the132
interactions between 2S and 2P . Again, the driving factor is to keep the influence on the133
precision to about one kHz.134
In the following, when we refer to energy in units of Hz, it is assumed to be multiplied135
by Planck’s constant (h).136
A. 1S-2S Transition Frequency137
To get the transition frequencies between the individual hyperfine states of the 1S and138
2S levels, we will calculate the hyperfine state energies with respect to the level centroid as139
functions of the magnetic field. We can then add the experimentally determined centroid140
to centroid energy difference from [1] to obtain the total transition frequency in a magnetic141
field.142
Ignoring for the moment the diamagnetic term, we express the hyperfine hamiltonian for
the S states in terms of the antiproton spin ~I, the positron spin, ~S, and the magnetic field,
6
~B:
H =
EHF
~2
(
~I · ~S
)
+
(
−µe(n)
~
~S +
µp
~
~I
)
· ~B (1)
where µp is the (anti)proton magnetic moment and EHF is the zero-field hyperfine splitting143
for the principal quantum number (n) under consideration.144
We have let the positron magnetic moment carry a dependence of the primary quantum
number, since µe scales with the binding energy of the positron. For the S states, this
dependence is [17]:
µe(n) = µe
(
1− α
2
3n2
)
(2)
where µe is then the magnetic moment of the unbound positron, and α is the fine structure145
constant.146
The eigenvalues of (1) can be found analytically, resulting in the Breit-Rabi formula:
EF=I±1/2 =− EHF
4
− µpmFB ± EHF
2
√
1 + 2mFx+ x2 (3)
x =
B (µe(n) + µp)
EHF (4)
where mF is the z-component of the total spin. In the case of mF = −1, the square root147
contains a complete square and the +(1− x) solution is taken.148
Now to add back in the diamagnetic term, H ′ = e
2
8m
B2(x2 + y2), that was left out in (1),149
we get from first order perturbation theory:150
Edia,1S = 〈1S|H ′ |1S〉 = e
2a20
4m
B2 ' 29.8 kHz (B/1T)2 (5)
Edia,2S = 〈2S|H ′ |2S〉 = 7e
2a20
2m
B2 ' 416.7 kHz (B/1T)2 (6)
where a0 is the Bohr radius, m is the electron mass and e is the fundamental charge.151
In Figure 2, the energies of each of the hyperfine states are shown as a function of the
magnetic field. We adopt the traditional naming of these states: from |a〉 to |d〉 in order
of increasing energy. Only states |c〉 and |d〉 can be trapped in a magnetic minimum, so
1Sc − 2Sc and 1Sd − 2Sd are the only transitions we need to consider. Writing these out
explicitly, we have:
Ed−d = E1S2S−EHF (1)− EHF (2)
4
+
µe(2)− µe(1)
2
B +
13e2a20
4m
B2 (7)
Ec−c = E1S2S+EHF (1)− EHF (2)
4
+
13e2a20
4m
B2
−1
2
√
EHF (1)2 + (µe(1) + µp)B2 + 1
2
√
EHF (2)2 + (µe(2) + µp)B2 (8)
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FIG. 2. Hyperfine structure of the 1S- and 2S- states in (anti)hydrogen. Diamagnetic states (|c〉
and |d〉), also called low-field seekers, can be magnetically trapped. Indicated with black arrows
are the two 1S-2S transitions available in magnetically trapped antihydrogen.
B. 2P States152
To understand the behavior of the excited 2S atom, we will need to consider mixing153
with the nearby 2P states. Since both the energy differences and spin content are altered154
significantly by the strong magnetic fields of interest, we start by calculating the states and155
their energies in the magnetic field. The Hamiltonian for the 2P states is approximated by:156
H = E2P1/2 +
2
3
EFS
(
~L · ~S
~2
+ 1
)
− e~
2m
~L · ~B
~
− µe
~S · ~B
~
(9)
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where EFS is the splitting between the 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 states at zero magnetic field. We have
neglected the magnetic moment of the antiproton and we equally ignore a number of other
effects that are much smaller than the typical energy differences between 2P and 2S states.
In the |ml,ms〉 basis, the two maximally polarized states, |a〉 = |−1,−1/2〉 and |d〉 = |1, 1/2〉
are also eigenvectors of H, while the rest get mixed by the spin-orbit interaction, ~L · ~S. The
projection of the total angular momentum, mJ = ml + ms is conserved, so we need only
simultaneously diagonalize states with the same value for mJ . The eigenvalues are:
Ea = E2P1/2 + EFS + µeB
Eb = E0(B) + E1(B)
Ec = E0(−B) + E1(−B) (10)
Ed = E2P1/2 + EFS − µeB
Ee = E0(B)− E1(B)
Ef = E0(−B)− E1(−B)
where we have defined the energies:
E0(B) = E2P1/2 +
1
2
EFS + 1
4
µeB (11)
E1(B) =
√(
1
6
EFS + 1
4
µeB
)2
+
2
9
E2FS (12)
The corresponding eigenstates are
|2Pa〉 = |−1,−1/2〉
|2Pb〉 = |0,−1/2〉 cos τ + |−1, 1/2〉 sin τ
|2Pc〉 = |0, 1/2〉 cosσ + |1,−1/2〉 sinσ
|2Pd〉 = |1, 1/2〉 (13)
|2Pe〉 = |−1, 1/2〉 cos τ − |0,−1/2〉 sin τ
|2Pf〉 = |1,−1/2〉 cosσ − |0, 1/2〉 sinσ
where τ and σ are mixing angles given by
tan τ =
6E1(B)− 32µeB − EFS
2
√
2EFS
(14)
tanσ =
6E1(−B) + 32µeB − EFS
2
√
2EFS
(15)
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In the limit of large B-fields, τ tends to 0, while σ tends to pi/2. Figure 3 shows the energies157
of these states as a function of the magnetic field as well as those of the 2S states.158
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FIG. 3. Fine structure splitting of the n = 2 manifold. The 2P states are named with subscripts
a through f in order of decreasing energy at low magnetic fields. We label the 2S states with the
subscripts α and β for low- and high-field seekers, ignoring the hyperfine splitting.
C. Mixing and Decay Rates159
The 2S state of (anti)hydrogen is metastable with a natural lifetime of ∼ 120ms. In an
external electric field however, the 2S state is mixed with the 2P states, allowing a single
photon decay to the ground state. Since this can limit the time available for detecting
the excited 2S atoms, we calculate the modified decay rate of the 2S state in an electric
field. Consider first a system of a 2S state and a single 2P state and an electric interaction
between them, U = 〈2P | − e~r · ~E |2S〉. With the 2S energy as zero point, we can write the
Hamiltonian of the system with an electric field as:
H =
 0 U
U −EP − i~γP/2
 (16)
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Here we have introduced the decay rate of the 2P state as an imaginary part to its energy.
We ignore the decay rate of the unmodified 2S state for now. The states modified by the
electric field are the eigenstates of this matrix, and we can find the decay rate of the modified
2S’ state from the imaginary part of the corresponding eigenvalue. This eigenvalue is:
E2S′ =1
2
(EP + i~γP/2)
(
−1 +
√
1 +
4U2
(EP + i~γP/2)2
)
≈ EP U
2
(E2P + ~2γ2P/4)
− i~γP/2 U
2
(E2P + ~2γ2P/4)
(17)
We expanded the square root for small values of the fraction inside. In particular, the
electrical interaction, U remains much smaller than EP for any fields that we will consider.
Note however in Figure 3, that around B = 0.5 T, the magnetic field introduces a degeneracy
between the trappable 2S state and the 2Pc state. The decay rate in any other field is then
given by −2/~ times the imaginary part of this energy:
γ2S′ = γP
U2
(E2P + ~2γ2P/4)
(18)
To get the total decay rate, we have to add the contributions from each of the 2P states.
We will consider the general case of an arbitrary angle between ~E and ~B, so we let the
Hamiltonian for the electric field be given by
H ′E =− e
(
xE⊥ + zE‖
)
(19)
We then calculate the matrix elements with each of the 2P states, Ui = 〈2Pi|H ′E |2S〉. The
total single photon decay rate of our modified 2S’ state can then be written as:
γ2S′ =γ2P
∑
i
[
U2i
(E2P,i + ~2γ22P/4)
]
(20)
1T≈0.015 s−1
(
E‖
V/m
)2
+ 0.0055 s−1
(
E⊥
V/m
)2
(21)
where the second line is evaluated at B = 1 T. Realistic decay rates for 2S atoms in the160
ALPHA trap are estimated below.161
D. Decays with Spin-flip162
Each of the 2Pi states can decay with a single photon to either a trappable hyperfine state
(|1Sc〉 or |1Sd〉), or an untrappable one (|1Sa〉 or |1Sb〉). The probability for each is given
11
by the amount of positron spin in the 2Pi state that matches the ground state in question.
For each of the 2Pi states, we can thus assign a probability Pi(B) that this state will decay
into an untrappable 1S state. It is a function of the magnetic field since the composition of
pure spin states in the 2Pi states depends on B, see equation (13). We can now write up
the probability for a trappable 2S atom, which decays through a 2P state by mixing in an
electric field, to result in an untrappable 1S state. This probability is simply the fraction of
the spin-flipping decay rate to the total single photon decay rate:
βspinflip =
γ2P
γ2S′
∑
i
[
Pi U
2
i
(E2P,i + ~2γ22P/4)
]
(22)
where the γ2S′ is from eqn. (20).163
In Figure 4 we plot this ratio for both a purely perpendicular electric field, ~E = (E⊥, 0, 0)164
and a purely parallel one ~E = (0, 0, E‖). At low fields, it is possible to choose the direction165
of the electric field (parallel to ~B) such that a quite high probability of decaying into un-166
trappable states is achieved. However, as the magnetic field increases, the energy difference167
between spin directions increases, and these spin-flips become unlikely for any direction of168
the electric field.169
E. ~v × ~B Decay170
An atom moving in a magnetic field will experience an electric field, which will modify171
the lifetime of the 2S state according to (20). Estimating the worst case, the fastest trapped172
atoms in ALPHA have a kinetic energy of approximately 0.5 K, corresponding to a velocity173
of about 90 m/s. Assuming this velocity is perpendicular to a 1 T magnetic field, the electric174
field in the frame of the atom is175
|E| =
∣∣∣~v × ~B∣∣∣ = 90 V m−1
In this case, the decay rate in (20), from the purely perpendicular E-field, is γ2S′ = 44 s
−1.176
This adds to the two-photon decay rate of 8.2 s−1, which stays practically unaltered by the177
perturbing electric field. A more realistic estimate can be derived from simulating the atom178
trajectories in the magnetic field as we will describe below. In these simulations the average179
decay rate induced by the motional electric field is 11.5 s−1.180
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FIG. 4. Ratio of spinflip-inducing single photon 2S decays as a function of the magnetic field.
Plotted for both ~E ⊥ ~B (θ = pi/2) and ~E ‖ ~B (θ = 0). As the magnetic field increases, the states
become increasingly spin-polarized, and the probability for changing the spin in a decay decreases
for any relative direction of ~B and ~E.
IV. 1S-2S EXCITATION181
We now turn to deriving the equations that govern the two photon excitation from the182
1S to the 2S state. We will need to make some assumptions of experimental conditions, and183
will base all of these on the situation in ALPHA.184
The designed beam waist of approximately w0 = 200µm implies a Rayleigh range of185
zR = piw
2
0/λ ≈ 50 cm, which is much larger than the ∼ 6 cm long flat region of the magnetic186
trap containing the H¯. This means that we can ignore the change in beam size with position187
when calculating a single pass through the laser. In the full simulation of the experiment188
described below, we include the shape of the laser beam by assigning the appropriate width189
of laser beam to each beam crossing.190
We will also assume a monochromatic laser beam. This assumption is good if the laser
line width is small compared to the inverse of the transit time of the atoms through the laser
13
beam, which is the case for ALPHA. Thus, the standing wave electric field we consider is:
~E = xˆE0e
−r2/w2 cos(kz + δ) cos(ωLt) (23)
where r2 = x2 + y2, w is the beam waist, δ is a phase shift which has no effect on the191
calculation, E0 is the maximum electric field, and ωL/(2pi) is the laser frequency. Thinking192
of the standing wave as a superposition of light moving in the +z direction and in the −z193
direction, the intensity of light in one of the beams is I = cε0E
2
0/8. For a Gaussian beam,194
I = 2P0/(piw
2) where P0 is the total power in one beam.195
The two photon excitation of the 2S state occurs by a virtual excitation through the nP
states. Because the one photon absorption is far off resonance from any P state, the infinite
number of P states can be adiabatically eliminated from the equations. We will write the
wave function as
|Ψ(t)〉 = |ψ1S〉 e−iE1St/~C1S(t) +
∑
n
|ψnP 〉 e−iEnP t/~CnP (t) (24)
+ |ψ2S〉 e−iE2St/~C2S(t) (25)
where the Cs are slowly varying coefficients and the sum over n is understood to also include
the continuum states. Substituting into the Schro¨dinger equation gives:
i~
dC1S
dt
= eEx(~r(t), t)
∑
n
D1S,nP e
−i(EnP−E1S)t/~CnP (26)
i~
dCnP
dt
= eEx(~r(t), t)
[
DnP,1Se
−i(E1S−EnP )t/~C1S +DnP,2Se−i(E2S−EnP )t/~C2S
]
i~
dC2S
dt
= eEx(~r(t), t)
∑
n
D2S,nP e
−i(EnP−E2S)t/~CnP
where the electric field is from Equation (23), and Dk,l denotes the electric dipole moment196
between states k and l.197
These are fairly complicated equations so we will perform some simplifications based198
on the situation we’re modeling. First, we are interested in the two photon absorption199
from a laser beam that is weak on the scale of the atomic parameters. This means the200
counter-rotating terms in the electric field can be dropped. Second, the time dependence201
in the electric field due to the changing position of the H¯ can not be dropped; the time202
dependence of z gives the Doppler shift and the time dependence in x, y gives the rise and203
fall of the intensity. However, because the natural line width of the transition is so small,204
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the exp[ikz(t)] in going from the 1S to the P states must be matched with the exp[−ikz(t)]205
when going from the P to the 2S state, otherwise the transition will be Doppler shifted out206
of resonance.207
The middle equation can be approximately solved by integrating both sides with respect
to t and using the fact that the CnS are slowly varying:
CnP ' −E0
2
e−r
2(t)/w2 cos (kz(t))
[
DnP,1S
EnP − E1S − ~ωL e
i(EnP−E1S−~ωL)t/~C1S (27)
+
DnP,2S
EnP − E2S + ~ωL e
i(EnP−E2S+~ωL)t/~C2S
]
As described in the previous paragraph, when this form is substituted into the equations
for the CnS, the terms that lead to exp[±2ikz(t)] are dropped because the Doppler shift
makes them non-resonant. The AC Stark shift is described separately in Section V, so here
we will drop those terms. This means ignoring terms with C1S in the dC1S/dt equation and
similarly for the 2S state. This leads to the equations that couple the 1S and 2S states:
i~
dC1S
dt
= ξE20e
−2r2(t)/w2e−i(E2S−E1S−2~ωL)t/~C2S (28)
i~
dC2S
dt
= ξE20e
−2r2(t)/w2ei(E2S−E1S−2~ωL)t/~C1S (29)
The parameter ξ is defined as208
ξ = −e
2
8
∑
n
D2S,nPDnP,1S
EnP − E1S − ~ωL ' 12.3ε0a
3
0 (30)
where the numerical value was obtained by performing the sum using states confined within209
a sphere of radius 30 a0.210
A. Perturbative Calculation211
From (29), we can obtain a simple expression for the excitation probability in a single
pass of the laser, by assuming that this probability is small and set C1S = 1. This leaves us
with a single, uncoupled equation for C2S that we can integrate over the traversal of the laser
beam. For this calculation we choose coordinates such that the laser axis coincides with the
z-axis, and we define the detuning, ∆ = 2ωL − (E2S − E1S)/~, as well as the perpendicular
velocity, v2⊥ = v
2
x + v
2
y. We let the closest approach to the axis happen at t = 0 and call this
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distance b, so r2(t) = b2 + v2⊥t
2. We can now write the coefficient of the 2S state as:
C2S =
ξ
i~
E20e
−2b2/w2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−2v
2
⊥t
2/w2e−i∆t dt (31)
=
ξ
i~
E20e
−2b2/w2 w
v⊥
√
pi
2
e
−∆2w2
8v⊥ (32)
For the excited population, we recast the laser parameters in terms of more directly
measurable quantities: the laser frequency, f , the resonant frequency for the two-photon
transition, f0 = (E2S − E1S)/2h, and the maximum intensity in the single direction laser
beam, I.
|C2S|2 ' 32piI2 12.3
2a60
~2c2
w2
v2⊥
e−4b
2/w2 e−(f−f0)(2piw/v⊥)
2
(33)
Suppose now that the laser frequency is different for each crossing of the laser beam,
emulating the case of some laser line width with a characteristic time scale longer than a
single crossing. Taking the frequencies for each pass from a Gaussian distribution with a
FWHM of δflas around the central flas, we get the average excitation:
< |C2S|2 >=
√
8 ln 2√
pi δflas
∫ ∞
−∞
|C2S|2(f) e−8 ln 2(f−flas)2/δflas df (34)
=
16I2
δf
12.32a60
~2c2
w
v⊥
e−4b
2/w2 e−(f0−flas)/δf
2
(35)
where we have now introduced δf 2 = ( v⊥
2piw
)2 +
δf2las
8 ln 2
, which is simply the laser width and the212
transit time width added in quadrature.213
Thus, in (35) we have arrived at the excitation probability in a single pass, incorporating214
both the dominating broadening mechanism and the laser linewidth, in a single perturbative215
expression.216
B. Density Matrix Formalism217
Above, we made the perturbative assumption that the population in the ground state
does not change in a single pass of the laser beam. Although this is a reasonable assumption
for realistic experimental parameters, we need to also account for photo-ionisation of the
2S state as well as effects of the position dependence of its lifetime. To do this we turn to
the density matrix formulation, in which the time evolution of the density operator, ρ, is
16
described by the von Neumann equation:
ρ˙ =− i
~
(Hρ− ρH) (36)
We consider the 4 states: |1〉 is the low field seeking 1S state, in which we initially place218
the entire population. |2〉 is the high field seeking 1S state, which can be produced in decays219
from 2S states, and is unconfined by the magnetic trap. |3〉 is the photo-ionised state with220
the positron dissociated from the antiproton. We will neglect the possibility of direct 3-221
photon ionisation of the 1S state. Finally, |4〉 is the low field seeking 2S state, with the laser222
interaction coupling states |1〉 and |4〉.223
We explicitly introduce decay rates for the relevant channels out of the 2S state. Γ41
includes both the two photon decays, which conserve the hyperfine state, as well as the
fraction of single photon decays induced by mixing with 2P states which do not alter the
spin direction of the positron. The single photon decays that flip the positron spin constitute
Γ42. We calculated the single photon decay rate as well as the spin-flip ratio in these decays
in equations (20) and (22), including their dependence on the electric and magnetic fields.
Γ43 is the rate of photo-ionisation by 243 nm photons, which is proportional to the local
density of those photons. Solving numerically for this rate, we get:
Γ43 = 7.57 s
−1 I
W/cm2
(37)
Assembling this into the density matrix formalism, we can write out the non-zero and
non-trivial entries of ρ˙
ρ˙11 =− i
2
Ω14(t) (ρ41 − ρ14) + Γ41ρ44
ρ˙22 =Γ42ρ44
ρ˙33 =Γ43ρ44 (38)
ρ˙44 =− i
2
Ω14(t) (ρ14 − ρ41)− Γρ44
ρ˙14 =− i
2
Ω14(t) (ρ44 − ρ11) +
(
−i∆− 1
2
Γ
)
ρ14
where the equivalent of the Rabi frequency for the two-photon transition is once again
derived from (29).
Ω14(t) =12.3a
3
0
16I
~c
e−2r(t)
2/w2 (39)
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and we defined Γ ≡ Γ41 +Γ42 +Γ43. The detuning is defined, like before, for the two photons224
combined, ∆ = 2ωL − (E4 − E1)/~.225
226
In Figure 5 we compare the excitation rates of the perturbative expression in (35) and227
that obtained by numerically integrating the equations (38) over a similar crossing of the228
laser beam. For small laser powers, large impact parameters, or large v⊥ the perturbative229
error as well as the ionisation probability, which the expression in (35) does not account230
for, are both negligible. This means that in numerical simulations like the ones described231
in Section VI, computation time can be saved by only integrating the full set of equations232
when the maximum intensity seen in a crossing of the laser beam is high.233
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FIG. 5. Left: Excitation probability in a single pass of the laser beam for both the perturbative
expression (35), and the non-perturbative calculation, where (38) is numerically solved for ρ44.
Assumed is a 200 µm beam waist and a perpendicular velocity of v⊥ = 90 m/s. Right: The relative
difference between the two methods.
We are calculating the transition probabilities for intensities of laser light that are higher234
than what have been used in some notable 1S-2S spectroscopy experiments in hydrogen (see235
Table I for an overview). The main difference between these regular hydrogen experiments236
and ALPHA, which drives the need for high laser power is the number of atoms addressed.237
While a strong signal can be achieved by exciting a very small fraction of 1010 atoms,238
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a single trapped antihydrogen atom must become excited with a high probability for any239
experiment to be feasible.240
It is worth pointing out that a circulating power of 2 W as assumed in some of our241
simulations is well within the capacity for build-up in the enhancement cavity in ALPHA.242
For the most precise 1S-2S measurements achieved in hydrogen [1], there is little incentive243
to increase the laser intensity, as doing so would increase the size of the AC stark shift,244
which is a leading systematic effect in those experiments.245
TABLE I. Laser parameters in selected 1S-2S spectroscopic measurements in hydrogen and an-
tihydrogen. In [1] an enhancement cavity is used to build up laser power, while in [18] a single
reflection of the 243 nm beam provides the counter-propagating photons. The number of atoms,
NH, quoted for [18] is a trapped and cooled sample, while for [1], where a hydrogen beam is used,
we list the flux of atomic hydrogen from the cryogenic nozzle [19]. The intensities listed here are
representative for their respective experiments, but as discussed in Section V, the laser intensity
can be intentionally varied to compensate for the AC stark shift.
w0 P I0 N
Parthey et al. 2011 [1] (H) 292µm 300 mW 2.2 MW/m2 ∼ 1016 s−1
Cesar et al. 1996 [18] (H) 37µm 4 mW 1.9 MW/m2 1010 − 1013
Ahmadi et al. 2017 [2] (H¯) 196µm 1000 mW 17 MW/m2 ∼ 15
V. SHIFTS AND BROADENING EFFECTS246
In this section we review the broadening effects and shifts relevant for the initial detection247
of a 1S-2S excitation signal in ALPHA [2], and for a measurement of the transition frequency248
to within a few kHz. We leave out well known effects like the second order Doppler shift,249
which enters only below this level for foreseen experimental parameters. A summary of the250
effects treated and their inclusion in our simulations of the experiment at the current stage251
is given in Table II.252
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A. Transition Time Broadening253
The dominant broadening effect for our current experimental parameters is due to the
limited interaction time between the laser beam and an atom passing through it. The
uncertainty in laser frequency as seen by the atom moving is inversely proportional to the
time it takes to pass through the laser beam. The FWHM of this broadening is:
∆fTransit =
√
ln(2)
v⊥
piw0
(40)
Since the transition of interest must be driven by two photons with this frequency width,254
the resulting width in terms of the full transition frequency is twice this expression. The255
average velocity of trapped antihydrogen atoms in ALPHA is about 75 m/s. Assuming equal256
velocity components along all 3 axes, the velocity perpendicular to the laser beam is a factor257 √
2/3 smaller. Thus, using v⊥ = 60 m/s and w0 = 196µm, the estimated average transition258
time broadening is ∼ 160 kHz. In terms of the resulting lineshape, this simple estimate259
neglects the fact that atoms that move slower contribute a larger transition probability, so260
the above somewhat overestimates the resulting width.261
Transit time broadening is also inherent in experiments on atomic beams, where the262
interaction time is necessarily limited. It can be reduced greatly in magnetically trapped263
samples as demonstrated in [18]. It is worth noting though, that this requires a much colder264
sample of antihydrogen and a tighter magnetic minimum trap than what has been achieved265
so far, such that the atoms can be contained almost entirely within the laser beam.266
B. DC Stark Effect267
An external electric field causes mixing between the S- and P- states in (anti)hydrogen268
which we showed above causes an increse in the decay rate of the 2S state. The same269
mixing leads to an energy shift of both the 1S and 2S states, which we will treat here. As270
the trapped atoms will experience a range of electric field strengths from the motional, ~v× ~B271
field, the transition is broadened as well as shifted.272
The energy shift of the S states is calculated in second order perturbation theory, summing273
contributions from the P-states. For the 1S state, no P-states are near enough that a274
1T magnetic field significantly alters any energy difference, so we can use the zero-field275
polarizabillity:276
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α1S =4pi0
9
2
a30 (41)
which leads to the energy shift:
∆E1S =− 1
2
α1SE
2 ≈ −5.6× 10−8 Hz
(
E
V/m
)2
(42)
For the 2S state, the shift is dominated by contributions from the nearby 2P states, and the
energy differences will be heavily influenced by the magnetic field. We therefore need to use
the 2P states and energies found in Section III. The perturbing Hamiltonian is the same as
we used for calculating the 2S decay rate, (19), and the second order perturbation is then:
∆E2S =
∑
k
|〈k|H ′E |2S〉|2
E2S − Ek (43)
1T≈ − 0.17 Hz
(
E‖
V/m
)2
+ 0.041 Hz
(
E⊥
V/m
)2
(44)
We summed over only the 2P states at B = 1 T to get the approximate numbers in the277
second line. This is a good approximation due to the much larger energy difference to all278
other P states.279
Assuming as the worst case possible in the ALPHA trap, a velocity perpendicular to280
the 1 T magnetic field of 90 m/s, the shift of the 1S-2S transition frequency induced by the281
DC Stark effect from the motional electric field is then ∼ 300 Hz. At the desired level of282
accuracy, we can thus safely ignore this.283
C. AC stark Effect284
The oscillating electric field of the laser also introduces a shift of both the 1S- and the
2S- state. This was explicitly left out in Section IV, and we re-introduce this shift at this
stage. We arrive at a value for the shift of the total transition frequency (taking the real
part of the 2S shift), which coincides with the thorough treatment in [20]:
∆fAC = 1.67 Hz
I
W/cm2
(45)
With the power P in each of the counter-propagating beams, the central intensity which
takes into account the standing wave pattern, is
I0 =
4P
piw20
(46)
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Thus, for a laser power like that achieved in [2], P = 1 W, the AC stark shift in the center285
of the laser beam is ∆fAC ≈ 5 kHz. This is a negligible shift for the very first detection of286
1S-2S excitations in antihydrogen [2], but it is clear that as the precision of measurements in287
antihydrogen increases, the AC stark shift will become an important systematic. Eventually288
it will be necessary to compensate for this shift by measuring the line center at several289
laser intensities. The transition frequency at zero laser intensity can then be found through290
extrapolation.291
D. Residual Zeeman Effect292
In (7) and (8), we calculated the 1S-2S transition energies for both the trappable hyper-
fine states as functions of magnetic field. The frequency shift with magnetic field is thus
given quite trivially by these equations. Taking only a linear expansion around B = 1 T, we
get:
∆fZ,d−d ≈ 96 Hz/Gauss (47)
∆fZ,c−c ≈ 1.9 kHz/Gauss (48)
We call this the residual Zeeman effect as the Zeeman shifts of the initial and excited states293
are nearly identical, leading to a near cancellation of the Zeeman effect in the transition294
energy. The exact lineshape resulting from these shifts depends on the details of the atomic295
orbits in the magnetic trap, and we will discuss this residual Zeeman effect a bit further in296
the context of simulating the atomic orbits in the ALPHA trap.297
E. Lifetime Broadening298
The natural linewidth of an atomic transition is simply the inverse of the lifetime of
the excited state, and reductions in this lifetime increase the linewidth similarly. We have
already calculated the decay rate introduced by the motional electric field, which leads to
a negligible broadening. The largest decrease of the 2S lifetime possible in the trap comes
from the ionisation rate in the laser beam, given in Equation (37). This leads to a position
dependent broadening of the linewidth with a FWHM in the center of the beam, assuming
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TABLE II. Broadening effects and shifts and their approximate size. Assuming 1 W of circulating
243 nm light in a 200µm waist, and atoms travelling at 75 m/s with equal components along each
axis. We list the size of effect on the total transition frequency rather than in terms of the frequency
of the 243 nm laser that drives it.
Effect Approximate Size Included in Simulation
1st order Doppler cancels no
2nd order Doppler 80 Hz no
Transition time 160 kHz yes
AC Stark 5 kHz yes
DC Stark 150 Hz no
Magnetic shift d-d (c-c) 96 Hz/G (1.9 kHz/G) yes
Ionisation width 4 kHz yes
the same laser parameters as above of:
∆fion =
Γ43(P = 1 W)
2pi
≈ 4 kHz (49)
Despite the quite high intensity of laser light used, this is still far from the width contributed299
by transit time broadening.300
VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION301
The total rate of excitation at any given laser frequency depends on the dynamics of302
the magnetically trapped atoms. Furthermore, any precision measurement will rely on303
comparing the measured response to a detailed model of the line shape. A full simulation304
of the laser interaction including realistic atom trajectories is therefore needed, and we will305
here briefly describe how we have implemented this.306
The ALPHA trap is much larger than the de Broglie wavelength of the trapped atoms,307
allowing us to model the atoms as classical particles moving in a potential defined by U =308
−~µ · ~B, where ~µ is the magnetic moment of the H¯. Since the spin precession frequency of the309
positron is also much higher than any of the motional frequencies, this is further simplified310
and we have for a trapped atom: U = µB. Since we require a long simulation time compared311
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to the motion of the atoms, we use a fourth order symplectic integrator [21–23], which has312
the advantage of maintaining the total mechanical energy for long simulation times. This313
part of the simulation code has also been used for other studies of trapped antihydrogen in314
ALPHA like [24], and has been described in that context.315
The initial conditions of the simulation mimic those of the H¯ atoms in ALPHA: They316
are launched from within an ellipsoid the size of the positron plasma used for antihydrogen317
production, and given random velocities taken from a high temperature thermal distribution.318
This has previously been found [25] to give the best agreement with the temporal distribution319
of recorded anithydrogen annihilations during the magnetic trap shutdown. We start the320
atoms in a high enough Rydberg state (n = 25) to allow for the influence of the magnetic321
moment changing during the radiative decay. We subsequently allow the atoms to decay to322
the ground state during the first couple of seconds of the simulation, updating their magnetic323
moments appropriately. The laser is then turned on and the atoms still confined at this time324
form our trapped ensemble.325
Anytime an H¯ comes close to the laser beam, the code chooses to either evaluate the326
perturbative expression (35) in the case where the maximum intensity for the crossing is327
low, or solve the optical Bloch equations (38) along the path of the atom, in the high328
intensity case. While far from the laser, the 2S population is still allowed to decay to 1S,329
either with two photons, or through mixing with 2P states caused by the motional electric330
field as described in (20). The code stops if any of 3 conditions are met: 1) the H¯ hits the331
wall. This can happen either because the atom is in a high-field seeking state after going332
through a spin-flipping decay, or, in rare cases, atoms launched with slightly higher energy333
than the minimum well depth can take a while to find the shallowest point in the trap and334
escape. 2) If the atom is ionised by absorbing a photon while in the 2S state. 3) If the335
designated illumination time has passed. In all cases, the position and internal state of the336
atom is recorded at the time of stopping the simulation.337
A. Detection Rates338
In the left panel of Figure 6, we show the output of such a simulation for parameters339
similar to those used in the first measurement of the 1S-2S transition in antihydrogen, [2].340
These are: P = 1 W, w0 = 200µm, and a flattened magnetic field. The laser frequency is341
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FIG. 6. Left: Temporal evolution of simulated atoms during a 300s exposure of with 1000 mW
of laser power. Right: End states of simulated 250 s exposures at different laser powers. The
decrease in spin-flip probability at very high powers can be understood as a competition between
the ionisation process, which becomes more efficient with higher photon density, and the spin-
flipping decays, which do not.
chosen to be on resonance in the center of the magnetic trap. We plot the total response342
to illuminating both the c-c and the d-d transitions for the time T , assuming the initial343
trapped population is evenly distributed between |1Sc〉 and |1Sd〉. After illuminating each344
transition for 300 s, approximately 46 % of the trapped atoms have been eliminated from345
the trap, either through photo-ionisation or spin-flipping decays. The right panel of Figure346
6 shows how the end state of simulated 250s exposures of each transition evolves with laser347
power, and shows clear effects of saturation at high laser power. The power required to reach348
this saturation and eliminate nearly all atoms from the trap can naturally be manipulated349
to some degree by changing the illumination time.3501
As we will come back to in Section VII, detection of the 1S-2S excitations can be per-352
formed in parallel in both appearance and disappearance mode. One option for provid-353
ing a direct appearance signal through annihilating the antiprotons resulting from photo-354
ionisation, and which we will revisit below, involves using one of the five mirror coils to355
cancel the background 1T field. This will cause the field lines to fan out and force antipro-356
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FIG. 7. Fraction of atoms which survive the simulated laser exposure in two different magnetic
field configurations. For both fields configurations, an illumination of 250 s is simulated for each
transition using 2 W of circulating laser power. The inset shows the on-axis magnetic field of in the
two cases, and illustrates the local cancellation of the background field achieved with the ”bucked”
configuration.
tons pushed into this region to annihilate on the walls within the Silicon Vertex Detector.357
The remaining 4 mirror coils can be used to produce the magnetic minimum trap, but as one358
might expect, the uniformity of the magnetic well produced in this manner is less than what359
can be achieved with all 5 mirror coils. In Figure 7, we investigate the effect of this change360
in uniformity on the line shape. While the difference in survival rate in the two magnetic361
field configurations is not big enough to exclude a measurement in either, there is a visible362
benefit to using the more uniform field. This benefit can be understood as an increase in363
the volume of the trap where the laser is on resonance with the transition.364
B. Line Shape365
In Figure 8, we plot the end states of simulations with different laser detunings, resulting366
in the line shape for the chosen parameters. The response is slightly asymmetric with a367
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tail extending to higher frequencies, which is a result of the remaining dependence of the368
transition frequency on the magnetic field strength. Since both transitions are shifted to369
higher frequencies by higher magnetic fields, the tail is on the blue side of the peak.370
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FIG. 8. Fraction of simulated atoms respectively ionised, ejected through a spin-flip, and surviving
the full illumination time as a function of the detuning of the 243 nm laser. Assuming a flattened
B-field, 1 W of laser power and 300 s illumination of each transition.
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372
The FWHM of the peak in Figure 8 is just under 40 kHz and is dominated by the transit373
time broadening. In order to decrease this width for a more accurate determination of the374
center frequency, one can either reduce the speed of the atoms or increase the width of375
the laser beam, w0. In Figure 9, we illustrate the latter through simulated lineshapes with376
different laser beam sizes. Decreasing the beam waist increases the laser intensity which377
increases both the excitation rate from 1S to 2S and the ionisation of 2S atoms. However,378
it also reduces the average time spent in the laser beam. As a first approximation, the379
transition rate scales as the laser intensity squared and therefore as w−40 . On the other380
hand, the volume occupied by the laser beam scales with w20, so one would expect the381
transition rate to scale approximately as w−20 . The line shape is also expected to change382
with the beam waist. As long as the transition time broadening is the dominant broadening383
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FIG. 9. Lineshapes simulated for different laser beam waists, w0. The plotted signal is the fraction
of atoms removed from the trap through either spin-flip or ionisation. For each beam waist, we
simulate 300s exposures of each transition using 1 W of laser power in our flattened field configu-
ration. There is a trade-off between transition strength and line width: As the beam waist is made
smaller the laser intensity increases and the transition time decreases, making the broadening more
severe. Inset: The FWHM of the profiles derived from fits to an approximate functional shape.
mechanism, it follows from (40) that the width of the line should scale as w−10 . These simple384
geometric arguments of course ignore the details of the atomic orbits, but the predicted385
trends are reproduced in the full simulation results of Figure 9.386
VII. MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES387
We have already mentioned a few ways in which excitations of 2S anti-atoms in a 1S-2S388
spectroscopy experiment might be detected. The disappearance mode detection as described389
earlier can be carried out in parallel with any scheme that results in a depletion of the390
number of trapped atoms left in the trap. Therefore, after further considering the merits391
of disappearance detection in the context of the current number of trapped antihydrogen392
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atoms in ALPHA as well as practical experimental constraints, we shall do the same for a393
number of schemes to provide an appearance signal.394
In a disappearance measurement, which is by now an established technique in ALPHA395
[2, 16], the magnetic trap is shut down at the end of each experimental trial, allowing the396
number of remaining atoms to be counted. Since the detection happens only once per trial,397
the cosmic background contamination of this signal is typically orders of magnitude lower398
than the annihilation signal.399
The downside lies in having to detect with statistical significance changes in the rate at400
which antihydrogen is still trapped at the end of an experimental trial. This requires a good401
null experiment with no depletion of the trapped population, performed in strict alternation402
with the measurement trials to avoid systematic effects stemming from changes in the rate403
at which antihydrogen is initially trapped. Additionally, the depletion of trapped atoms404
must be large, lest the number of trials needed to detect a difference from the null trials be405
too large. Specifically for our case, it is therefore favourable to drive out both the |1Sc〉 and406
the |1Sd〉 atoms, assumed to be trapped in equal amounts, by driving both the 1Sc − 2Sc407
and the 1Sd− 2Sd transitions. This was the strategy adopted for the first observation of the408
transition reported in Ref. [2]409
A. Lyman-α Photons410
As we noted in Section III, the 2S state of (anti)hydrogen can be made to decay to the 1S411
state essentially instantly by applying an electric field. As this rapid decay happens through412
the 2P states, a single photon is emitted with the full 1S-2S energy difference. Detecting413
this Lyman-α photon is the basis of detecting 1S-2S excitations in typical experiments with414
hydrogen [1, 18]. When not limited by solid angle, Lyman-α photons can be detected with415
high efficiency, and the difference in wavelength from the light needed to excite the transition416
enables good discrimination of stray 243 nm photons stemming from the excitation laser or417
indeed from two-photon decays of the 2S atoms.418
In experiments where antihydrogen is excited in a beam, the long lifetime of the419
metastable 2S state allows for complete separation of excitation and detection regions,420
which means a very good solid angle coverage for the Lyman-α detection can be achieved.421
As described earlier, the ALPHA magnetic minimum trap is superimposed on the422
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Penning-Malmberg trap needed for producing cold antihydrogen. This severely limits423
the solid angle available for detecting photons from the trapped atoms which for ALPHA424
is about 10−5. This exacerbates what is currently the primary constraint on antihydrogen425
experiments compared to ordinary hydrogen, which is the limited number of atoms avail-426
able. Assuming laser parameters and trapped antihydrogen numbers like those realized in427
[2], the mean time between Lyman-α photon emissions is of order ∼ 10 s. Combined with428
the constraints on solid angle, it seems currently unrealistic to have such a small number of429
photons provide a significant signal above background.430
B. Spin-flip Ejection431
In addition to the emission of a Lyman-α photon, making the 2S state decay through432
the mixing with 2P states allows for decays that change the hyperfine state. Some such433
decays will therefore result in a spin-flip, with the produced high field seeking atom being434
promptly ejected from the magnetic minimum trap and annihilating. These annihilations435
may be detected in ALPHA with ∼ 60 % efficiency, much better than what is allowed from436
solid angle considerations of Lyman-α photon detection in any minor modification to the437
current experimental setup.438
An important parameter for the efficiency of using these annihilations as the detection439
method for 2S atoms is the fraction of electric field induced decays that result in a spin-flip,440
which we calculated for Figure 4 for both electric fields parallel to and perpendicular to the441
magnetic field.442
While there is a maximum in this fraction of almost 70 %, for an electric field parallel to443
a ∼ 0.1 T magnetic field, the spin-flips are much more rare at high magnetic fields. In the444
∼ 1− 2 T that trapped atoms can explore in ALPHA, about 10 excitations to the 2S state445
would be required to induce on average one spin-flip. With only one or two atoms trapped at446
a time, the signal from this process is then probably too low to feasibly distinguish from the447
background. However, with recent improvements in the number of atoms trapped, and in448
particular if further such improvements can be made, spin-flips could be a viable detection449
channel. Note however, that photoionisation is a competing channel through which atoms450
will leave the 2S state, thus deducting from the number of spin-flips produced. This is451
discussed further below.452
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C. Microwave Transition453
The low efficiency in inducing spin-flips in simple electric field induced decays of the 2S454
state can be circumvented by resonantly driving the 2S population into a single 2P state,455
chosen to have a high probability to decay to an untrapped ground state. The ideal state456
to populate would have a very high probability of decaying to untrapped states, a non-zero457
electric dipole moment to |2Sα〉, so the transition can be easily driven, and a transition458
frequency which does not overlap with any other transitions that would unintentionally459
depopulate either the 1S or the 2S states. Additionally, it would be convenient if the460
microwave radiation needed to drive the transition could be delivered without significant461
changes to the apparatus. Currently microwaves are delivered into the ALPHA electrode462
stack through a waveguide, which supports frequencies from 22 GHz up to approximately463
30 GHz, so we’ll search for a transition frequency in this band.464
In Figure 3, we plotted the energies of all the states in the N = 2 manifold. While |2Pd〉465
has a 100 % chance of decaying to an untrapped ground state, there is no dipole moment466
to |2Sα〉. The chance of spin-flips from |2Pf〉 is quite high (∼ 85 % at 1T), and there is an467
electric dipole transition from |2Sα〉. Unfortunately, the transition to |2Pa〉 has nearly the468
same frequency. In fact the two transition frequencies cross at almost exactly B = 1 T, with469
f(|2Sα〉 → |2Pf〉) being larger for B > 1 T and both frequencies increasing with B. |2Pa〉470
never decays to an untrappable ground state, so driving |2Sα〉 → |2Pa〉 needs to be avoided.471
This can be done by lowering the bottom of the magnetic well below the crossing point of472
1 T and tuning the microwave radiation to be resonant with the |2Sα〉 → |2Pf〉 transition at473
this field. This way, no magnetic field explorable by the trapped atoms brings |2Sα〉 → |2Pa〉474
into resonance.475
In Figure 10 we plot the transition rates of these to microwave transitions as functions476
of magnetic field for two potential driving frequencies. The two peaks overlap at ∼ 1 T for477
a drive frequency of ∼ 24 GHz. Notice that for both the plotted microwave frequencies, the478
|2Pf〉 peak is sitting on the tail of the |2Pa〉 peak, meaning some fraction of atoms will be479
driven to the |2Pa〉 state, lowering the efficiency of flipping the spins a bit. In the 22.5 GHz480
case, around ∼ 80 % of the atoms that are driven to a 2P state by the microwave radiation,481
decay to an untrapped atom.482
Having established that a large fraction of atoms excited to the 2S state can be brought483
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FIG. 10. Microwave transition rates out of the low field seeking 2S states, calculated for two
different frequencies as functions of magnetic field. Assumes 1 mW/cm2 of microwave intensity.
The peaks due to transitions to the |2Pa〉 and |2Pf 〉 are labeled. The electric dipole moment to
|2Pa〉 is much larger than to |2Pf 〉 and in particular in the 23 GHz case, the |2Pf 〉 peak is sitting
on the tail of the |2Pa〉 peak, making it difficult to drive only the one transition.
to annihilate to produce signal in the detector, we consider how to optimise the ratio of the484
expected signal to the background rate of cosmic events in the annihilation detector. By485
pulsing the microwave radiation and only looking for annihilation events during the pulse,486
the number of integrated background events can be reduced drastically. Of course, the signal487
is also reduced, as atoms can potentially decay out of the 2S state before a microwave pulse is488
turned on to drive them into a 2P state. Clearly, for this to be an efficient detection method,489
the time between microwave pulses should not be longer than the mean lifetime of 2S atoms490
in the trap, which we estimated above to be reduced from the natural lifetime of 122 ms to491
around 50 ms by the motional electric field. The other parameter that could potentially be492
tuned is the length of the microwave pulse applied. The shorter time needed to drive the493
microwave transition, the shorter the detection window can be. There is a however a lower494
limit on the length of detection window, set by the trapped atom dynamics: Once the spin495
of an antihydrogen atom has been flipped, it still has to travel to the wall of the apparatus496
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before it annihilates. A good estimate for how long this can take is the radial bounce time497
for the trapped atoms, which is ∼ 1 ms. These considerations of pulsed detection also apply498
directly to detection through (DC) electric field induced decays with spin-flips, as well as for499
the detection of Lyman-α photons, although with a different background rate for whichever500
single photon detector is considered.501
We conclude that a resonant microwave transition can provide an improvement in the502
efficiency of detecting rare 1S-2S excitations, compared to inducing decays with a DC electric503
field, and is realizable without any significant changes to the ALPHA apparatus. The cost of504
this improvement is the need to drive both an optical and a microwave transition to produce505
the signal.506
D. Photo-Ionisation507
Finally we turn our attention to potentially exploiting that a single 243 nm photon can508
ionise the 2S state in (anti)hydrogen. Detecting the produced ions has been suggested for509
a range of two-photon spectroscopy experiments, where one additional photon from the510
exciting laser beam photo-ionises the excited state [20]. This is an effect that we have until511
now left out of the discussions of the detection methods above, but which affects them all,512
since photo-ionisation is a competing mechanism for leaving the 2S state. Especially at513
the high powers needed to excite the very small numbers of currently trapped antihydrogen514
atoms, photo-ionisation is quite significant as evidenced by Figure 6.515
A potential advantage of using photo-ionisation as the detection method is that the516
antiprotons produced by photo-ionisation may be stored for much longer than the lifetime517
of the 2S in the atom, which limits the achievable SNR in all of the above schemes. Since by518
design the entire volume accessible to trapped atoms in ALPHA is surrounded by Penning519
trap electrodes, the antiprotons produced by photo-ionising antihydrogen can in principle520
be contained. Furthermore, the energy of the antiprotons created will be similar to that of521
the trapped atoms, meaning small electric potentials are sufficient to confine them. This522
means that the perturbing effect on the nearby trapped antihydrogen can be kept negligible.523
In order to detect the antiprotons created from photo-ionisation, they could e.g. be524
ejected onto a MicroChannel Plate (MCP). In ALPHA, an MCP and phosphorous plate525
assembly located on the axis of the Penning trap and about 2 m away from the center of the526
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magnetic minimum trap, is already used to measure the radial density profile of plasmas in527
the Penning-Malmberg trap [26]. Plasmas in ALPHA are typically < 1 mm in radius and the528
current MCP setup measures particles coming from up to around r = 1 mm, which is much529
smaller than the space explored by trapped neutral atoms. However, due to the small angle530
between the Penning trap axis and the laser beam, most of the photo-ionisations happen at531
sufficiently small radii to be measurable by the MCP without changes to the setup or field532
geometry.533
As photo-ionisation is intrinsic to the measurement at the laser-powers sufficient to534
achieve a detectable disappearance signal a ”test” of this ”scheme” was automatically carried535
out in the recent observation of the 1S-2S transition [2]. As it turned out the antiprotons536
resulting from photo-ionisation were not well contained by the neutral atom trapping fields537
as they were all lost and annihilated during the laser-illumination. This is not inconsistent538
with previous experiments observing deterioration of trap lifetimes in long wells in inhomo-539
geneous magnetic fields [e.g. Ref. [27]]. Caveat methods to counter this issue, appearance540
measurements will be limited by the background stemming from the long laser exposure541
times. Increased laser-power would reduce the necessary exposure time, but would also542
result in increased broadening, something that one eventually would like to avoid.543
E. Bucked Magnetic Field544
Another option for detecting the photo-ionised atoms, which we have already briefly545
mentioned, relies on the antimatter nature of the produced antiprotons. If the antiprotons546
are brought to annihilate within the silicon vertex detector, they can be detected with547
the well known efficiency and cosmic background rejection of this detector. In our most548
traditional magnetic field configurations, the external solenoid ensures that all field lines549
which are close to the axis extend far beyond the Penning trap electrodes and the annihilation550
detector, preventing charged particles from moving radially and annihilating on the walls -551
this is indeed part of the operating principle of a Penning trap. However, by cancelling the552
field from the external solenoid with an equal and opposite field provided by one of our mirror553
coils, all field lines are forced into the walls in a small region around the field-cancelling or554
bucking coil, providing a path for the charged antiprotons to annihilate.555
Naturally, using one of the mirror coils for cancelling the field in one region of the trap556
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leaves both a smaller region in which to keep antihydrogen trapped and fewer coils with557
which to make the bottom of the trap as uniform as possible. The effect of this is seen558
in Figure 7, where we plotted results of simulations which are identical apart from the559
choice of magnetic field. This decrease in excitation rate obviously limits the appeal of this560
technique for detecting the 2S atoms. Furthermore, in light of the observed short lifetime of561
antiprotons in the current trap configuration discussed in the previous section this additional562
method for ejecting particles has no obvious added value for the time being and will not be563
discussed further.564
F. Measuring the line shape565
Having discussed the various strategies above, ALPHA settled on using disappearance as566
the primary measurement tool for its recent observation of the 1S-2S transition [2] and due to567
the short lifetime of antiprotons from photo ionisation exploited the low detector background568
analysis to detect annihilations in the 600 s laser-illumination periods as supporting evidence.569
The difficulty, as exemplified by the published data, is that one is either looking for a570
(potentially) small reduction in a low rate signal (disappearance) or for a small signal on571
a relatively large background (appearance). Which is most appropriate will have to be572
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. In order to measure the line shape, several different laser573
detunings will be necessary, each with a different degree of ejection of trapped anti-atoms.574
Without elaborating on all the possible scenarios, let us assume that one may be able to575
reproduce measurements of the type in Ref. [2] with, say five different detunings bracketing576
the line centre. Relying on disappearance alone and requiring similar statistical significance577
for each point as in Ref. [2], we’ll need about an order of magnitude more trials, as it578
becomes increasingly hard to distinguish smaller fractional disappearance. This is a realistic579
scenario as it uses a similar number of trials to what was done in the spin-flip experiment580
[16]. The resulting data should allow determination of the line-centre of the ∼40kHz wide581
line (FWHM) to within ∼10 kHz, or a relative precision of ∼10−11. Further refinement of the582
experiment, in particular higher trapping rates achieved either through colder antihydrogen583
or further antihydrogen stacking should allow the current experimental setup to eventually584
reach the limit of the calculations in this paper.585
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VIII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK586
We have presented calculations and simulations pertaining to 1S-2S spectroscopy of mag-587
netically trapped antihydrogen atoms. Part of this work guided the experimental choices588
that led to the first observation of the 1S-2S transition in antihydrogen [2]. We focused on589
the challenges of measuring on the few antihydrogen atoms that may be trapped compared590
to the copious amounts of hydrogen one may interrogate either trapped or in beams. In591
particular we find that detection is currently limited to methods that result in the controlled592
annihilation of the antihydrogen atom (or more specifically the antiproton), and even then593
that it is currently not advantageous to rely solely on a spin-flip of the anti-atom in order594
to eject it from the trap, rather it must be photo-ionised. While photo-ionisation relies on595
significant laser-power and eventually results in measurable broadening, the current main596
limitation on line-width, and hence precision of the measurement is the transit-time induced597
broadening due to the temperature of the trapped antihydrogen. Transit time broadening598
currently dominates the line width with realistic ALPHA parameters. An overview of the599
broadening effects we have considered is given in Table II. With either significant cooling600
(e.g. laser-cooling [24]), or a step increase in the number of antihydrogen atoms that would601
allow throwing away the hot ones [28] as well increasing the laser beam size, this may even-602
tually be reduced to approach the limit of the calculations in this paper. We are looking603
forward to the first measurements of the line shape of the 1S-2S in trapped antihydrogen604
that we expect will give a line-centre measurement precision in the 10−11 range and thus605
result in the lowest energy CPT test yet to be accomplished on antimatter [29, 30].606
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